We use the repeated averages hierarchy to prove a Ramsey theorem regarding uniform upper estimates of convex block sequences of weakly null sequences. The base case of the theorem recovers a result of Freeman.
Introduction
In [13] , [14] Knaust and Odell proved the following. Theorem 1.1. Let X be a Banach space.
(i) [13] If every normalized, weakly null sequence in X has a subsequence dominated by the canonical c 0 basis, then there exists a constant C such that every normalized, weakly null sequence in X has a subsequence C-dominated by the canonical c 0 basis. (ii) [14] For 1 < p < ∞, if every normalized, weakly null sequence in X has a subsequence dominated by the canonical ℓ p basis, then there exists a constant C such that every normalized, weakly null sequence in X has a subsequence C-dominated by the canonical ℓ p basis.
In [10] , Freeman proved the fully general extension.
Theorem 1.2. Let X be a Banach space and (g n ) ∞ n=1 a seminormalized Schauder basic sequence. Suppose that every weakly null sequence in X has a subsequence dominated by (g n ) ∞ n=1 . Then there exists a constant C such that any weakly null sequence in B X has a subsequence which is C-dominated by (g n ) ∞ n=1 .
The Mazur lemma states that a sequence in some Banach space is weakly null if and only if every subsequence of the sequence has a norm null convex block sequence. A Banach space is said to have the weak Banach-Saks property if each of its weakly null sequences has a subsequence whose Cesaro means converge to zero in norm. Having the weak Banach-Saks property is equivalent to the property that every weakly null sequence in the space has a norm null convex block sequence such that for each convex combination, the convex coefficients are equal. Schreier [22] gave an example of a Banach space lacking the weak Banach-Saks property, prompting the question of quantifying the complexity of supports and coefficients required to witness weak nullity via the Mazur lemma. In [2] , Argyros, Mercourakis, and Tsarpalias solved this problem by introducing the repeated averages hierarchy. The repeated averages hierarchy is an ordinal-indexed collection of families of convex coefficients such that blockings with respect to the zero level simply corresponds to taking subsequences, blockings with respect to the first level corresponds to Cesaro means, blockings with respect to the second level corresponds to Cesaro means of the Cesaro means, etc. In [2] , the authors defined the Banach-Saks index of a weakly null sequence, corresponding to the minimum level of the hierarchy required to witness weak nullity via the Mazur lemma. Furthermore, they showed that for any ordinal ξ < ω 1 , there is a weakly null sequence whose Banach-Saks index exceeds ξ, a result the ξ = 1 case of which corresponds to Schreier's example. Since the introduction of the repeated averages hierarchy, a number of classical results, such as Rosenthal's characterization [20] of when a weakly null sequence admits a subsequence generating a spreading model isomorphic to ℓ 1 and Elton's theorem [9] on near unconditionality, have seen transfinite generalizations using the repeated averages hierarchy. We recall that Elton's theorem states that every normalized, weakly null sequence has a nearly unconditional subsequence. We also recall that the subsequences of a given sequence are simply the level zero blockings of that sequence with respect to the repeated averages hierarchy. Argyros and Gasparis [1] proved an ordinal quantified verison of Elton's theorem such that the statement corresponding to the ordinal ξ replaces the level zero blocking with the level ξ blocking.
The goal of this work is to provide such a treatment to Freeman's theorem. Freeman's theorem has hypotheses and conclusions concerning sequences and their subsequences, which corresponds to level zero blockings with respect to the repeated averages hierarchy. We wish to prove in full generality the corresponding result for level ξ blockings. The case ξ = 0 of Theorem 1.2 recovers the theorem of Freeman, as discussed in Section 3. Our proof avoids the intermediate use of C(K) spaces which was present in the arguments of both [13] and [10] . Furthermore, it provides ordinalquantified information not contained in those proofs. By this, we mean that if uniform estimates fail, they must fail in a quantifiable way at a countable ordinal. Moreover, it turns out to be more convenient to work in more generality than in the class of normalized, weakly null sequences. We now discuss the general setting in which we will work.
For a Banach space X, x ∈ X, and n ∈ N, we let x ⊗ e n denote the sequence whose n th term is x, and each other term is zero. We denote by the formal series ∞ n=1 x n ⊗e n the sequence (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , ). We let c 00 (X) denote the span of {x ⊗ e n : x ∈ X, n ∈ N} in ℓ ∞ (X). For a Banach space X, we say a Banach space (R, r) with c 00 (X) ⊂ R ⊂ ℓ ∞ (X) is a subsequential space on X provided that, with B R = {ς ∈ R : r(ς) 1},
Let us say a norm s on c 00 (X) is bimonotone if (i) for any x ∈ X and n ∈ N, s(x ⊗ e n ) = x , (ii) for ς = (x n ) ∞ n=1 ∈ c 00 (X), x n ⊗ e n .
In this case, we may define S to be the subspace of ℓ ∞ (X) consisting of those (x n ) ∞ n=1 ∈ ℓ ∞ (X) such that sup m s m n=1
x n ⊗ e n < ∞.
We may then extend s to S by letting
x n ⊗ e n for (x n ) ∞ n=1 ∈ S \ c 00 (X). We refer to S as the natural domain of s. When a bimonotone norm s on c 00 (X) is given, we will let S denote the space constructed from s in this way. We note that (S, s) is a Banach space, and the inequality in (ii) remains valid for any ς ∈ S.
We are now ready to state the ξ = 0 case of our main theorem, which generalizes Theorem 1.2.
Theorem 1.3. Let X be a Banach space, (R, r) a subsequential space on X, and s a bimonotone norm on c 00 (X) with natural domain S. The following are equivalent.
(1) Every member of R has a subsequence which is a member of S.
(2) For any ς ∈ R, there exist a constant C and a subsequence ̺ of ς such that every subsequence of ̺ lies in CB S . (3) There exists a constant C such that for every ς ∈ B R , there exists a subsequence ̺ of ς such that every subsequence of ̺ lies in CB S .
We will also work in more generality than with the repeated averages hierarchy. Given an infinite subset M of N, we let [M] denote the infinite subsets of M. In Section 6 we recall all required definitions regarding ξ-homogeneous probability blocks. For the moment, let us simply recall the property of a probability block (P, P) which connects it to convex block sequences. If P = (P, P) is a probability block, then P is a collection {P M,n : M ∈ [N], n ∈ N} of finitely supported probability measures on N such that for any sequence ς = (x n ) ∞ n=1 in the Banach space X and for any M ∈ [N], the sequence ( ∞ i=1 P M,n (i)x i ) ∞ n=1 is a convex block sequence of (x n ) n∈M , where P M,n (i) is the measure P M,n ({i}) of the singleton {i}. For convenience, we denote the convex block sequence ( ∞ i=1 P M,n (i)x i ) ∞ n=1 of ς = (x n ) ∞ n=1 by E P M ς.
Theorem 1.4. Fix ξ < ω 1 , let P = (P, P) be a ξ-homogeneous probability block. Let X be a Banach space, (R, r) a subsequential space on X, and s a bimonotone norm on c 00 (X) with natural domain S. The following are equivalent.
(1) For every ς ∈ R, there exists M ∈ [N] such that for every N ∈ [M], E P N ς ∈ S. such that for all N ∈ [M], E P N ς ∈ CB S . Remark 1.5. Let Γ(R, S, P ) be the infimum of C > 0 such that property (6) of Theorem 1.4 holds, where Γ(R, S, P ) = ∞ if there is no such C. We will later show that if P = (P, P) and Q = (Q, Q) are any two ξ-homogeneous probability blocks, Γ(R, S, P ) = Γ(R, S, Q). Therefore the six properties in Theorem 1.4 are properties of the ordinal ξ which do not depend upon the particular ξ-homogeneous probability block (P, P). Therefore we can unambiguously define Γ(R, S, ξ) to be Γ(R, S, P ), where P = (P, P) is any ξ-homogeneous probability block. The importance of this result is that in some instances, such as the proofs of [7, Corollary 4.9] and [5, Corollary 2.9] , it is more convenient to use a probability block which is constructed from two others in order to prove results concerning convex block sequences of convex block sequences. Therefore having flexibility in choosing probability blocks is beneficial.
We will also show that if υ ξ < ω 1 , Γ(R, S, ξ) Γ(R, S, υ). That is, if the pair R, S satisfies the six equivalent properties in Theorem 1.4 for some υ-homogeneous probability block, then for every υ < ξ < ω 1 , the pair R, S satisfies the same six conditions, with at least as small a uniform constant, for any ξ-homogeneous probability block. Remark 1.6. Let us note that Theorem 1.3 is a special case, the ξ = 0 case, of Theorem 1.4. Let us discuss why Theorem 1.4 has six conditions, while Theorem 1.3 has only three. We observe that the last three conditions in Theorem 1.4 appear similar to the first three, except they state that the desired set M not only exists, but any infinite subset L of N contains such a subset M. Since Theorem 1.3 deals with sequences and subsequences, and since R and B R contain all subsequences of their members, the hypothesis that every member of R (resp. B R ) has a subsequence with some certain property is the same as the hypothesis that every subsequence of a member of R (resp. B R ) has a further subsequence with that property. Therefore in the case that we are dealing with subsequences rather than convex blocks, condition (1) of Theorem 1.4 is equivalent to condition (4), condition (2) is equivalent to condition (5) , and condition (3) is equivalent to (6) .
However, when (P, P) is a ξ-homogeneous probability block with 0 < ξ < ω 1 , the conditions on E P M ς depend on convex coefficients, which themselves depend upon the positions of the vectors in the sequence ς. Therefore, if we know (1) holds and ς = (x n ) ∞ n=1 ∈ R and L ∈ [N] are given, we know that ̺ = (x L(n) ) ∞ n=1 ∈ R. Here, for an infinite subset I of N, I(n) denotes the n th smallest member of I. But an application of (1) to the sequence (x L(n) ) ∞ n=1 yields K ∈ [N] such that for all N ∈ [K], E P K ̺ ∈ S. In the sequence/subsequence setting (that is, in the ξ = 0 setting), this would mean that all subsequences of (x L(K(n)) ) ∞ n=1 lie in S, and we could finish by letting M = L(K) (that is, M(n) = L(K(n))). However, in the 0 < ξ < ω 1 case, since the convex blocks coming from P depend upon the positions of the vectors in the sequence, E P K ̺ need not be equal to E P L(K) ς. Therefore showing that the first three conditions of Theorem 1.4 imply the last three will involve using properties of ξ-homogeneous probability blocks to overcome this difficulty. This requires a combinatorial result, Theorem 5.4.
We obtain the following transfinite analogue of Freeman's result. Corollary 1.7. Fix 0 < ξ < ω 1 and let P = (P, P) be a ξ-homogeneous probability block. Let X be a Banach space and let (g n ) ∞ n=1 be a seminormalized Schauder basis. If for every weakly null ς ∈ ℓ ∞ (X), there exists M ∈ [N] such that E P M ς is dominated by (g n ) ∞ n=1 , then there exists a constant C such that for any weakly null ς ∈ B ℓ∞(X) and L ∈ [N], there exists M ∈ [L] such that for all N ∈ [M], E P N ς is C-dominated by (g n ) ∞ n=1 . Furthermore, if such a constant C exists, then depends only on ξ, and not on the particular ξ-homogeneous probability block (P, P).
The Principle of Uniform Boundedness
We first recall the Principle of Uniform Boundedness and recite a proof a the gliding hump argument. Our proof of Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 are analogous to this proof. The idea is quite simple: If uniform inequalities do not hold, we take vectors with worse and worse constants and then glue them together to find a single vector for which the inequality in question does not hold. We use the following argument as a painless introduction to the obstructions present in this argument, as well as give an indication to how we will eventually overcome these obstructions.
Let us suppose that A is a collection of (continuous) operators from the Banach space X into a Banach space Y such that for each x ∈ X, sup A∈A Ax < ∞. Seeking a contradiction, assume that sup A∈A A = ∞. Let us recursively choose x n ∈ B X , A n ∈ A, and positive constants C n , D n such that for all n ∈ N,
n . As we discuss in the following paragraphs, it follows from these choices that for each n ∈ N,
yielding the necessary contradiction and finishing the proof. We next discuss how to obtain these estimates, and the analogy to our eventual proof of Theorems 1.3 and 1.4. We know from (i)-(iv) that A n 1 D 1/2 n x n > D 1/2 n . We have to guarantee that the action of A n on 1 D 1/2 k x k , k = n, does not cancel out the action of A n on 1 D 1/2 n x n . We estimate the action of A n on 1 D 1/2 k x k , k = n differently in the cases k < n and k > n.
For k < n, we have the estimate
Given that x k was chosen before A n , we could not choose A n to satisfy anything better than the inequality A n x k C k . In our proofs of Theorems 1.3 and 1.4, the part of the argument analogous to this, in which we use the hypothesis of pointwise estimates, will be straightforward. Now suppose k > n. Since for k > n, A n was chosen before x k was chosen, we are able to use the estimate A n x k A n rather than the weaker estimate A n x k sup A∈A Ax k = C k . The stronger estimate yields that
while the weaker estimate A n x k sup A∈A Ax k = C k yields the useless
The main obstruction to our proof of Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 will be to modify the estimate analogous to the k > n case here. We will use the fine Schreier families F ξ , ξ < ω 1 (defined in Section 4), to introduce a quantified measure of the failure of uniform upper estimates. That is, if the uniform estimates desired in Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 do not hold, we will have an ordinal quantification such that for some sequence in B R , the failure of the uniform estimates will be witnessed on sets in F ξ . Moreover, there will be a minimum countable ordinal γ such that the desired estimates are infinitely bad on members of sets in F γ , but which are uniformly controlled by some constants a ζ on members of sets in F ζ for ζ < γ, and such that sup ζ<γ a ζ = ∞. Therefore we can find sequences ς n ∈ B R , analogous to x n above, such that the D n -badness of ς n can be witnessed on sets in F ζn , and for the later sequences ς k , we have uniform control a ζn over how bad ς k can be on sets in F ζn . The finite quantity a ζn will then play the role of A n in our proof of the Principle of Uniform Boundedness.
Let us give two examples. In our first example, we consider uniform domination of normalized, weakly null sequences in ℓ 2 by the canonical c 0 basis. Of course, uniform upper estimates do not hold. But note that for each finite k, there exists a constant a k , which in this case is equal to k 1/2 , such that for each C > a k and any normalized, weakly null sequence (x n ) ∞ n=1 in ℓ 2 , there exists a subsequence (y n ) ∞ n=1 of (x n ) ∞ n=1 such that for each set G with |G| k and any scalars (a n ) n∈G , n∈G a n y n ℓ 2 C n∈G a n e n c 0 .
Thus while we do not have upper estimates of the form n∈G a n y n ℓ 2 C n∈G a n e n c 0 for all finite G ⊂ N, we have this estimate for all G with |G| k (that is, G in the fine Schreier family F k ) and a constant C depending on k. Although it is unnecessary to perform such an involved computation in this particular example, we can find weakly null sequences ς n ∈ B E , integers m 1 < m 2 < . . ., and constants C n such that for k > n, the sequence ς k admits c 0 upper estimates with constant m 1/2 n +ε for linear combinations of not more than m n vectors, and such that any subseqence of ς n does not exhibit c 0 upper estimates with any constant less than m 1/2 n − ε on linear combinations of m n vectors. Therefore the lack of c 0 upper estimates on ς n can specifically be witnessed on linear combinations of vectors such that the support of the linear combination lies in F mn , and we do have uniform upper estimates on such linear combinations. Thus we can maintain uniform, but worse and worse, upper estimates on linear combinations with supports in F ζn where ζ n approaches the breaking point ω.
For our second example, let us consider Tsirelson's space T ( [24] ). This space is reflexive and infinite dimensional, and therefore it cannot have the property that every normalized, weakly null sequence has a subsequence dominated by the c 0 basis. How do we witness that this space does not have such upper estimates? Tsirelson's space has the property that for any C > 2, any m ∈ N, and any normalized, weakly null sequence (x n ) ∞ n=1 in T , there exists a subsequence (y n ) ∞ n=1 of (x n ) ∞ n=1 such that for any G with |G| m and any scalars (a n ) n∈G , n∈G a n y n T C n∈G a n e n c 0 .
By diagonalizing, it follows that we can have the upper estimates n∈G a n y n T C n∈G a n e n c 0 for all G ∈ F ω . More generally, it is known that for any normalized, weakly null sequence, m ∈ N, and C > 2 m , we can find a subsequence (y n ) ∞ n=1 of (x n ) ∞ n=1 such that for any G ∈ F ω m and scalars (a n ) n∈G , n∈G a n y n T C n∈G a n e n c 0 .
But it is known that for any normalized, weakly null sequence (x n ) ∞ n=1 , m ∈ N, and ε > 0, we can find G ∈ F ω m+1 and scalars (a n ) n∈G such that n∈G a n x n T > (2 m − ε) n∈G a n e n c 0 .
Thus we can find ordinals ζ n ↑ ω ω and weakly null sequences ς n ⊂ B T such that the badness of ς n is witnessed by linear combinations of vectors whose supports are members of F ζn , on which we do have uniform upper estimates by some constant depending on ζ n . Thus we can maintain uniform, but worse and worse, upper estimates on linear combinations with supports in F ζn where ζ n approaches the breaking point ω ω .
Domination by a basis and subsequences
In this section, we show how to deduce Corollary 1.7 from Theorems 1.3 and 1.4. First we note that any seminormalized Schauder basis is equivalent to a normalized, bimonotone Schauder basis. Therefore it suffices to prove Corollary 1.7 under the stronger hypothesis that (g n ) ∞ n=1 is normalized and bimonotone.
Assume (g n ) ∞ n=1 is normalized and bimonotone, from which it follows that the sequence of coordinate functionals (g * n ) ∞ n=1 is also a normalized, bimonotone Schauder basis for its closed span in G * . Let us define the norm s on c 00 (X) by letting
For a fixed sequence (x n ) ∞ n=1 and p ∈ N, let I p denote the map from span{g n : n p} to X taking g n to x n . Then I p = sup p n=1 a n x n X : p n=1 a n g n G 1
= sup x * p n=1 a n x n : x * ∈ B X * , p n=1 a n g n G 1 = sup p n=1 a n x * (x n ) : x * ∈ B X * , p n=1 a n g n G 1 = sup p n=1
x * (x n )g * n p n=1 a n g n :
It is also easy to see that since (g * n ) ∞ n=1 is normalized and bimonotone, the norm s on c 00 (X) is bimonotone. 
Combinatorics
Given a set Λ, we let Λ <ω denote the set of finite sequences whose members lie in Λ. This includes the empty sequence, which we denote by ∅. Given t ∈ Λ <ω , we let |t| denote the length of t. If t ∈ Λ <ω and if s is any (finite or empty) sequence whose members lie in Λ, we let t s denote the relation that t is an initial segment of s, and t ≺ s denotes the relation that t is a proper initial segment of s. A subset T of Λ <ω is called a tree on Λ (or just a tree) provided that for any s ≺ t ∈ T , it follows that s ∈ T . We let s t denote the concatenation of s and t. Given a tree T , we define the set MAX(T ) to be the set of -maximal members of T , sometimes called the leaves of T . We define the derivative T ′ of T by
We note that T ′ ⊂ T is also a tree. We then define the transfinite derivatives
and if ξ is a limit ordinal,
If there exists an ordinal ξ such that T ξ = ∅, we say T is well-founded, and otherwise we say T is ill-founded. If T is well-founded, the rank of T , denoted by rank(T ), is the miniumum ordinal ξ such that T ξ = ∅. The following properties are standard, so we omit the proof. However, we isolate them for future reference.
Proposition 4.1. Let Λ be a countable set. Then either T is well-founded and rank(T ) is countable or T is ill-founded.
Throughout, we identify subsets of N with strictly increasing sequences of members of N by identifying a subset of N with the sequence obtained by listing its members in strictly increasing order. Because of this identification, we use set and sequence notation interchangeably. For E, F ⊂ N, we let E < F denote the relation that either E = ∅, F = ∅, or max E < min F . We let n E denote the relation that (n) E and E < n denote the relation that E < (n).
Given an infinite subset M of N, we let [M] denote the set of infinite subsets of M and [M] <ω denote the set of finite subsets of M. Given F ⊂ [N] <ω and M ∈ [N], we let F ↾ M denote the members of F which are subsets of M. If F is hereditary, this is the same as
is a spread of (m n ) t n=1 if m n l n for all 1 n t. We will also topologize the power set 2 N of N with the Cantor topology, which is the topology making the identification 2 N ∋ E ↔ 1 E ∈ {0, 1} N a homeomorphism, where {0, 1} N has the product topology. We say F ⊂ [N] <ω is (i) spreading if F contains all spreads of its members, (ii) hereditary if F contains all subsets of its members, (iii) compact if it is compact with respect to the Cantor topology, (iv) regular if it is spreading, hereditary, and compact.
We say a regular family F is nice if (i) it contains all singletons, (ii) for any F ∈ F , either F ∈ MAX(F ) or F (n) ∈ F for all n > F . If F ⊂ [N] <ω is regular and non-empty, then for any M ∈ [N], we let M|F denote the maximal initial segment of M which is a member of F . Since F is compact, there must exist some n ∈ N, and therefore there must exist some minimal n ∈ N, such that (M(1), . . . , M(n)) / ∈ F . We then let M|F = (M(1), . . . , M(n − 1)), where if n = 1, (M(1), . . . , M(n − 1)) = ∅. We note that M|F is possibly empty, and M|F need not be a member of MAX(F ). However, if F is nice, then M|F is non-empty and a member of MAX(F ).
Given a nice family P, we use the notation F = P ∪ t n=1 F n to mean (i) F = ∪ t n=1 F n , (ii) F 1 < . . . < F t , (iii) for each 1 n t, F n ∈ MAX(P).
This notation will be used heavily throughout.
Since we identify sets with sequences, every hereditary set F ⊂ [N] <ω is naturally identified with a tree on N. In this case, each derivative is also hereditary. In particular, for each ordinal ξ, either ∅ ∈ F ξ or F ξ = ∅. From this it follows that the rank of F cannot be a limit ordinal. We also remark here that for a spreading, hereditary set F , a member F ∈ F is maximal in F with respect to the tree order if and only if it is maximal in F with respect to inclusion. Moreover, if F ∈ F is not maximal in F , then there exists p ∈ N such that F ∪ (n) for all n p. From this it follows that for any regular F and M ∈ [N], MAX(F ) ↾ M = MAX(F ↾ M).
Given M ∈ [N] and n ∈ N, we let M(n) denote the n th smallest member of M, so that M = (M(n)) ∞ n=1 . If F ∈ [N] <ω and 1 n |F |, we let F (n) denote the n th smallest member of F . Given M ∈ [N] and F ⊂ N (finite or infinite), M(F ) = (M(n)) n∈F , and note that M(F ) is a spread of F . Given M ∈ [N] and F ⊂ [N] <ω , we let F (M) = {M(F ) : F ∈ F }. We note that if F is hereditary, then F (M) is also hereditary, and either F , F (M) are both ill-founded or both well-founded with the same rank.
Note that F (M) need not be spreading, since a spread of a member of F (M) need not be a subset of M, but F (M) is spreading relative to M. That is, if E ∈ F (M) and F ∈ [M] <ω is a spread of E, then F ∈ F (M). To see this, note that since E ∈ F (M) and F ∈ [M] <ω , we can write E = M(G) and F = M(H) for some G ∈ F and H ∈ [N] <ω . Then for each 1 n |E|,
from which it follows that G(n) H(n). That is, H is a spread of G, and therefore H ∈ F and M(H) ∈ F (M).
We recall the fine Schreier families, (F ξ ) ξ<ω 1 , and the Schreier families, (S ξ ) ξ<ω 1 . We define
and if ξ < ω 1 is a limit ordinal, we fix ξ n ↑ ξ and define
Note that we employed a choice of ξ n ↑ ξ when ξ is a limit ordinal, but none of our results depend upon making any particular choice of ξ n . We also note that for n < ω, F n is the set of subsets of N with cardinality not exceeding n. For convenience, we let F ω 1 = [N] <ω , the set of all finite subsets of N. Of course, F ω 1 is spreading and hereditary, but ill-founded and non-compact. Moreover, F ξ ⊂ F ω 1 for all ξ ω 1 . We define
and if ξ < ω 1 is a limit ordinal, fix ξ n ↑ ξ and define
We note that the choice of ξ n in the definition of S ξ need not be the same as the choice of ξ n in the definition of F ξ . Furthermore, some of the results we cite below for S ξ assumed that when ξ < ω 1 is a limit ordinal, ξ n ↑ ξ is chosen so that for all n ∈ N, ξ n is a successor and S ξn+1 ⊂ S ξ n+1 . It is known (see, for example, the presentation in [4] ) that such a choice of ξ n ↑ ξ exists.
Given a spreading, hereditary family F and a regular family P, we let
and for M ∈ [N], we let
Then since E 1 , . . . , E s are successive members of P and F 1 , . . . , F t are successive, maximal members of P, there exist 0 = l 0 < l 1 < . . . < l t r such that for each 1 j < t,
From this it follows that min E l j−1 +1 min F j for each 1 j t, and (min F n ) t n=1 is a spread of a subset of (min E n ) r n=1 ∈ F (M). Since F (M) is hereditary, F (M) is spreading relative to M, and (min F n ) t n=1 ∈ [M] <ω is a spread of a subset of (min E n ) r n=1 , (min F n ) t n=1 ∈ F (M), and
In the next proposition, we recall the following facts from [4, Propositions 3.1, 3.2] regarding regular families, and specifically the fine Schreier and Schreier families. Here, we note that, as shown in that source, the rank of a regular family is the same as its Cantor-Bendixson index as a topological space. 
It then follows from the first sentence of the remark that this G must be a spread of F . The next proposition concerns our standard diagonalization procedure.
and for any regular family P ⊂ [N] <ω ,
The fact that G is a spread of F follows from the content of Remark 4.5. By the spreading property of F ζ k , G ∈ F ζ k . Therefore
Since F ∈ F ζ was arbitrary, we have the first inclusion.
For the second inclusion, we note that any set H ∈ F M ζ [P] can be written as
As in the preceding paragraph, we may choose some k such that k F ∈ F ζ k and note
was arbitrary, we deduce the second inclusion.
We next recall a special case of the infinite Ramsey theorem, the proof of which was achieved in steps by Nash-Williams [16] , Galvin and Prikry [11] , Silver [23] , and Ellentuck [8] . The general form of the infinite Ramsey theorem holds for analytic sets, but we will only need it for closed sets.
The following dichotomy was shown in [19] by Pudlák and Rödl. Remark 4.9. We will use a continuous version of Theorem 4.8. Namely, for any N ∈ [N], any non-empty regular family F , any δ > 0, and any bounded function h 0 :
Indeed, we partition the range of h 0 into finitely many sets A 1 , . . . , A n of diameter less than δ and partition MAX(F ) ↾ N into T 1 , . . . , T n by letting T i = h −1 0 (A i ). We then apply Theorem 4.8 to obtain M ∈ [N] and 1 i n such that MAX(F ) ↾ M ⊂ T i . We conclude by letting a = inf A i and b = sup A i .
The next theorem was shown in [12] by Gasparis.
We also include the following result, whose proof is similar to that of the proof of Theorem 4.10.
, M|F is the maximal (possibly empty) initial segment of M which lies in F . Note that M → M|F is locally constant. Indeed, since F is nice, for any M ∈ [N], M|F ∈ MAX(F ), and M|F = N|F for any N which has M|F as an initial segment. Since the set of such N is clopen, it follows that
We isolate here the following technical piece which will be of later use. 
Proof. By Proposition 4.3, there exists N ∈ [N] such that {N(G) : G ∈ Q} ⊂ P. Note that since K ∈ [L(M)], if L(M(n)) = K(k) for some k, n ∈ N, then n k. Choose k 1 ∈ N such that m < k 1 .
Since K ∈ [L(M)], K(k 1 ) = L(M(n 1 )) for some n 1 k 1 . Now assume that k 1 < . . . < k s and n 1 < . . . < n s have been chosen such that L(M(n i )) = K(k i ) for each 1 i s. As stated in the previous paragraph, n i k i for each 1 i s. Choose k s+1 > N(M(n s )) and note that k s+1 > N(M(n s )) n s k s . Choose n s+1 such that K(k s+1 ) = L(M(n s+1 )) and note that n s+1 k s+1 > N(M(n s )) n s . This completes the recursive construction.
Since
: G ∈ Q} ⊂ P, and E ∈ P, since P is spreading and hereditary.
We next collect some standard facts about functions on
(i) For k < ω, the map ζ → Γ(ζ, k) is continuous if and only if whenever ζ ω 1 is a limit ordinal and C ∈ (0, ∞) is such that sup µ<ζ Γ(µ, k) < C, then Γ(ζ, k) C.
Γ(ζ +p, k) p+Γ(ζ, k +p) for all k, p < ω. Then either Γ(ω 1 ) < ∞, or there exists a countable ordinal γ such that Γ(γ) = ∞. In the case that Γ(ω 1 ) = ∞, if γ is the minimum ordinal such that Γ(γ) = ∞, then γ is a countable limit ordinal and for any p < ω,
Proof. (i) Continuity means that for any limit ordinal ζ
Then µ → Γ(µ, k) is continuous if and only if for all limit ordinals ζ ω 1 , sup µ<ζ Γ(µ, k) Γ(ζ, k) if and only for all limit ordinals ζ ω 1 and C ∈ R such that sup µ<ζ Γ(µ, k) < C, Γ(ζ, k) C.
(ii) If each ζ → Γ(ζ, k) is non-decreasing, then so is ζ → Γ(ζ). We check continuity as in (i). Since each ζ → Γ(ζ, k) is continuous, then for any limit ordinal ζ ω 1 ,
(iii) If Γ : ω 1 + → [0, ∞] is continuous and Γ(ω 1 ) = ∞, then for each l ∈ N, min Γ −1 ([l, ∞]) < ω 1 . Therefore γ := sup l min Γ −1 ([l, ∞]) < ω 1 , and since Γ is non-decreasing, Γ(γ) = ∞. Now suppose that Γ(ω 1 ) = ∞ and γ is the minimum ordinal ζ such that Γ(ζ) = ∞. By the previous paragraph, γ is countable. Since Γ(0) = 0, γ = 0. We also note that γ cannot be a successor. Indeed, if γ = ζ + 1, then Γ(ζ) < ∞ and by the properties of Γ assumed in (iii),
Thus γ is a countable limit ordinal. By minimality of γ, Γ(ζ, p) Γ(ζ) < ∞ for all ζ < γ and p < ω. Therefore for any p < ω, {Γ(ζ, p) : ζ < γ} is a subset of [0, ∞). By continuity of Γ, sup ζ<γ Γ(ζ) = ∞. Therefore for any 0 < D < ∞, there exists ζ < γ such that D < Γ(ζ). This means there exists k < ω such that D < Γ(ζ, k). By the properties of Γ, D < Γ(ζ, k) Γ(ζ + k, 0). This shows that {Γ(ζ, 0) : ζ < γ} is unbounded. Now for any p < ω and 0 < D < ∞, since {Γ(ζ, 0) : ζ < γ} is unbounded, we may find ζ < γ such that Γ(ζ, 0) > p + D. Then
Probability blocks
Recall that for a regular family P, a member of P is maximal in P with respect to inclusion if and only if it is maximal with respect to the initial segment ordering. Therefore, MAX(P) denotes the set of maximal members of P with respect to either one of these orders. Similarly, for any N ∈ [N], a member of P ↾ N is maximal in P ↾ N with respect to inclusion if and only if it is maximal in P ↾ N with respect to the initial segment ordering, so MAX(P ↾ N) is unambiguous. Furthermore, MAX(P ↾ N) = MAX(P) ↾ N.
Let us recall that if P is a nice family, it is spreading, hereditary, compact, contains all singletons, and for each F ∈ P, either F ∈ MAX(P) or F (n) ∈ P for all F < n. For M ∈ [N] and a nice family P, M|P denotes the maximal initial segment of M which is in P. Since P contains all singletons, M|P = ∅. Since for each F ∈ P, either F ∈ MAX(P) or F (n) ∈ P for all F < n, it follows that M|P ∈ MAX(P).
In this section, we treat probability measures on N as functions on N by letting P(i) = P({i}). For a probability measure P on N, we let supp(P) = {i ∈ N : P(i) = 0}. Suppose that P is a nice family and P = {P M,n : M ∈ [N], n ∈ N} is a collection of probability measures on N. Then we say (P, P) is a probability block provided that
These properties together imply that for any M ∈ [N], (supp(P M,n )) ∞ n=1 is the unique partition of M into successive, maximal members of P, and if two measures P M,m , P N,n have equal supports then they are equal measures. From this it follows that for any n ∈ N, the map M → P M,n is locally constant. We refer to this as the permanence property. By the permanence property, if F = P ∪ t n=1 F n , then P M,n = P N,n for each 1 n t and any two M, N ∈ [N] which have F as an initial segment. Therefore we can define for F = P ∪ t n=1 F n and each 1 n t the measure P F,n by letting P F,n = P M,n for any F ≺ M ∈ [N], and the definition of P F,n is independent of the particular choice of M. If (P, P) is a probability block, then any set which is a finite union of successive, maximal members of P is uniquely expressible as such. That is
and F m , G n ∈ MAX(P) for all 1 m s and 1 n t, then s = t and F n = G n for all 1 n t. Therefore if F = P ∪ s n=1 F n and F = P ∪ t n=1 G n , then s = t and F n = G n for all 1 n t. Moreover, F = P ∪ t n=1 F n if and only if for some (equivalently, every) M ∈ [N] such that F ≺ M, F = ∪ t n=1 supp(P M,n ), and in this case F n = supp(P M,n ) for each 1 n t. Given a Banach space X and a sequence ς = (x n ) ∞ n=1 ⊂ X, M ∈ [N], and a probability block P = (P, P), we define E P M ς to be the sequence whose n th term is ∞ i=1 P M,n (i)x i = i∈supp(P M,n ) P M,n (i)x i . We denote this n th term by E P M ς(n). The superscript P in this notation is to refer that expectations are taken with respect to measures coming from the probability block P = (P, P). When we are considering a second probability block Q = (Q, Q), we use the notations E Q M ς, E Q M ς(n). When we are only considering a fixed probability block P = (P, P) and no confusion can arise, we omit the superscript P from the notation and write simply
n t by the permanence property. For this reason, we can unambiguously define for F = P ∪ t n=1 F n and ς = (
That is, by the facts mentioned at the beginning of this paragraph, the definition
. When there is no potential for confusion, we write E F ς in place of E P F ς and E F ς(n) in place of E P F ς(n). For a regular family F and N ∈ [N], we define
Given N ∈ [N] and a regular family F , we say a function h : N ⊖ F → R is tail independent provided that for any n ∈ N and
. This is equivalent to saying that for any H ∈ F and F, G ∈ MAX(F ) such that H F and H G, h(n, F ) = h(n, G) for all n ∈ H. In this case, we can extend h to a function, which we also denote by h, defined on N ⊕F . For n ∈ H ∈ F ↾ N, we fix F ∈ MAX(F ) ↾ N such that H F and let h(n, H) = h(n, F ). We note that, by tail independence, this definition is independent of the choice of maximal extension F of H. We refer to the extension of h : N ⊖ F → R to h : N ⊕ F → R as the natural extension of h.
If f is a function defined on a subset S of N such that F = P ∪ t n=1 F n ⊂ S, we define
We note that the last sum is a sum of expectations in the usual sense. If f : N ⊖ F → R is tail independent and we extend f to its natural extension on N ⊕ F , and if F = P ∪ t n=1 F n ,
Again, if no confusion can arise, we omit the superscript P from the notation.
We next observe that, up to passing to infinite subsets, every function on N ⊖ F is close to being tail independent.
, a regular family F containing a singleton, and a bounded function
Proof. Let us begin with an observation. Fix F ∈ F and let
This is a regular family, possibly containing only ∅. For any L ∈ [N], any ε > 0, and any bounded function f : MAX(G) → R, as noted in Remark 4.9, we may choose
We now return to the proof, wherein we will apply the argument in the preceding paragraph. For the base step of the recursion, we define N 0 = N.
Now assume that N 0 ⊃ N n−1 ∈ [N] and m 1 < . . . < m n−1 , m i ∈ N i have been chosen. If n = 1, choose m 1 ∈ N 0 . If n > 1, choose m n ∈ N n−1 such that m n > m n−1 . Now let F 1 , . . . , F t be an enumeration of those members F of F such that F ⊂ (m 1 , . . . , m n ) and max F = m n . If there are no such F , we simply let N n = N n−1 ∩ (m n , ∞). Otherwise we apply the procedure from the first paragraph of the proof to obtain N n−1 ⊃ L 1 ⊃ . . . ⊃ L t such that for each 1 i t,
Note that this definition only depends on [ 
For (m, F ) ∈ M ⊖ F , there exists some n ∈ N such that m = m n and, with F 1 , . . . , F t as defined in the recursive construction, there exists some 1 i t such that [1, m] 
The last inequality uses the fact that
For a countable ordinal ξ, we say that a probability block (P, P) is ξ-sufficient provided that for any regular F with rank(F ) ω ξ , for any L ∈ [N], and any ε > 0, there exists M ∈ [L] such that
We say (P, P) is ξ-homogeneous provided that it is ξ-sufficient and rank(P) = ω ξ + 1.
We note that there is only one nice family P with rank ω 0 + 1 = 2, which is
From this it follows that if (P, P) is 0-homogeneous, then P = F 1 and P is the collection of Dirac measures given by P M,n = δ M (n) . We refer to this unique 0-homogeneous probability block as the Dirac block. In this case,
. Therefore in the ξ = 0 case, the hypothesis that for every ς in R (or B R ) and every L ∈ [N], there exists M ∈ [L] such that E M ς has some specified property is precisely the hypothesis that every member of R (or B R ) has a subsequence with that specified property. Therefore we can see how the sequencesubsequence hypothesis in Theorem 1.3 fits as a particular case of our sequence-(P, P)-convex block hypothesis of Theorem 1.4.
We next observe that if 0 < ξ < ω 1 , ξ-homogeneous probability blocks can be taken to have small c 0 norms. 
We recursively select M 1 ⊃ M 2 ⊃ . . ., M n ∈ [L] such that for all n ∈ N,
Note that by the permanence property, for any n ∈ N, P N,n = P Nn,1 , so
The ξ = 0 case of the following result is trivial. The 0 < ξ < ω 1 case of the following was shown in [7] , which combines [21, Corollary 4.10] and [7, Lemma 3.12 ].
Theorem 5.3. Let P = (P, P) be a ξ-homogeneous probability block. Fix K ∈ [N] and a bounded function
Then for any sequence (δ n ) ∞ n=1 of positive numbers, any M ∈ [N], any 0 < υ ξ, and any υ-homogeneous probability block (Q, Q), there exist
Proof. By replacing (δ n ) ∞ n=1 with a sequence of smaller numbers if necessary, we may assume this sequence is decreasing. By replacing M with a subset thereof and appealing to Proposition 5.2, we may assume that for any n ∈ N,
Therefore (i) will be satisfied by any choice of F ∈ F M ζ+1 [Q] ↾ M. Let J ⊂ R be a compact interval containing the range of g. By applying Proposition 5.1 with ε n = δ n /2, we can find L 0 ∈ [L(M)] and a bounded, tail independent function h :
h| L 0 ⊖F ζ [P] , it follows that for any
Since h is tail independent, we may consider the natural extension h : K 0 ⊕ F ζ [P] → J. Define f 1 : MAX(P) ↾ K 0 → J by letting η 1 (F ) = E P F h(·, F ). This is well defined because we have taken the natural extension. As noted in Remark 4.9, we may fix a 1 , b 1 ∈ R such that b 1 − a 1 < δ 1 /4 and L 1 ∈ [K 0 ] such that f 1 (F ) ∈ [a 1 , b 1 ] for all F ∈ MAX(P) ↾ L 1 . By considering the function h 0 : L 1 ⊖ P → J given by h 0 (n, F ) = h(n, F ), we may apply Theorem 5.3 to find K 1 ∈ [L 1 ] such that for any F ∈ P, there exists K 1 (F ) ⊂ G ∈ MAX(P) such that for any n ∈ F ,
, we may appeal to Proposition 4.12 to find F 1 ∈ MAX(Q) ↾ M(T ) and E 1 ∈ P such that M(T (1)) < F 1 and
Note that the n = 1 case of item (ii) is satisfied with this choice. Since for any m ∈ F 1 \ (min F 1 ), L(m) = K 1 (n) for some n ∈ E 1 , it follows that h(L(m), H 1 )
Here we have used that h is tail independent and L 0
). Therefore for n = 1, item (iv) will be satisfied for our eventual choice of
Now suppose that for some s ∈ N, b 1 , . . . , b s ,
, we let t = s and we are done. Otherwise we perform the following recursive step. Let A s = (min H n ) s n=1 and B s = ∪ s n=1 H n . Note that since F ζ is nice, A s (m) ∈ F ζ for all A s < m. Since max B s max A s , it follows that A s (m) ∈ F ζ for all B s < m, and therefore B s ∪ F ∈ F ζ [P] for all B s < F ∈ P. We now choose L s+1 ∈ [K s ] such that B s < L s+1 and define f s+1 : MAX(P) ↾ L s+1 → J by f s+1 (F ) = E P F h(·, B s ∪ F ). Again using the fact stated in Remark 4.9, by passing to a subset of L s+1 and relabeling, we may assume there exist a s+1 , b s+1 such that b s+1 − a s+1 < δ s+1 /4 and f s+1 (F ) ∈ [a s+1 , b s+1 ] for all F ∈ MAX(P) ↾ L s+1 . By another application of Theorem 5.3 applied to the function h s : L s+1 ⊖ P → J given by h s (n, 
Then the n = s + 1 case of item (ii) is satisfied. For any m ∈ F s+1 \ (min F s+1 ), there exists n ∈ E s+1 such that L(m) = K s+1 (n), and h(L(m),
Here we have used the fact that h is tail independent and L(m)
. Therefore the n = s + 1 case of item (iv) will be satisfied for our eventual choice of B s ∪ H s+1 H ∈ MAX(F ζ [P]). This completes the recursive construction.
Since F ζ is nice, this process must eventually terminate when (min H n ) t n=1 ∈ MAX(F ζ ). As in the previous paragraph, we let B s = ∪ s n=1 H n for 1 s t. For convenience, we let B 0 = ∅. Item (i) is satisfied as noted in the first paragraph of the proof. Items (ii) and (iv) were verified in the recursive construction. Let H = ∪ t n=1 H n . It follows from the construction that H 1 < . . . < H n , since for each 1
). Therefore item (iii) is satisfied. As was noted in the construction, since B s ∪ H s+1 H ∈ MAX(F ζ [P]) for s = 0, 1, . . . , t − 1, item (iv) is satisfied. By the permanence property together with tail independence of h and the fact that
Here we have used the fact that for s = 0, . . . , t − 1 and any G ∈ MAX(P) ↾ L s+1 ,
. We note that by construction,
The proof in the case that (Q, Q) is a 0-homogeneous (or, more accurately, the 0-homogeneous) probability block is easier. 
Proof. By replacing (δ n ) ∞ n=1 with a sequence of smaller numbers if necessary, we may assume this sequence is decreasing.
Let J ⊂ R be a compact interval containing the range of g. By applying Proposition 5.1 with ε n = δ n /2, we can find L 0 ∈ [L(M)] and a bounded, tail independent function h :
, it follows that for any
Since h is tail independent, we may consider the natural extension h :
). This is well defined because we have taken the natural extension. As noted in Remark 4.9, we may fix
, there exists m 1 ∈ M such that n 1 = L(m 1 ), and h(L(m 1 ), H 1 ) = h(n 1 , H 1 ) b 1 − δ 1 /2. Since n 1 ∈ L 1 ⊂ L 0 , n 1 = L(M(T (p)) = L 0 (p) for some 1 p ∈ N. Then for any
Assume that m 1 < . . . < m s , H 1 < . . . < H s , L 1 , . . . , L s have been chosen such that (min H n ) s n=1 ∈ F ζ . If (min H n ) s n=1 ∈ MAX(F ζ [P]), we are done. Otherwise we perform the following recursive step.
for all B s < F ∈ P. By again using Remark 4.9, passing to a subset and relabeling if necessary, we may also assume that for some
n s+1 = L(m s+1 ), it follows that m s+1 > m s . Since m 1 < . . . < m s+1 and m n ∈ L 0 for n = 1, . . . , s + 1, it follows that m s+1 = L 0 (p) for some p s + 1. Therefore for any
Since L(M(min H s )) < L s+1 n s+1 = L(m s+1 ), it follows that M(min H s ) < m s+1 . This completes the recursive step. The details are checked as in the proof of Theorem 5.4.
Theorems 1.3 and 1.4
In this section, let X be a Banach space. Let R be a subsequential space on X. We recall that this means that c 00 (X) ⊂ R ⊂ ℓ ∞ (X), R is a (not necessarily closed) subspace of ℓ ∞ (X) on which there exists a norm r such that (R, r) is a Banach space and, with B R = {ς ∈ R : r 1}, B R ⊂ B ℓ∞(X) and if ς ∈ B R , then every subsequence of ς also lies in B R . We also fix a bimonotone norm s on c 00 (X), which means that for each x ∈ X and n ∈ N, s(x ⊗ e n ) = x and for any ς = (x n ) ∞ n=1 ∈ c 00 (X), x n ⊗ e n .
The natural domain of a bimonotone norm is defined to be the space S of all sequences (x n ) ∞ n=1 ∈ ℓ ∞ (X) such that sup m s( m n=1 x n ⊗ e n ) < ∞. The norm s naturally extends by the formula
x n ⊗ e n to all of S, and (S, s) is a Banach space. Throughout this section, 0 ξ < ω 1 and P = (P, P) is a fixed, ξ-homogeneous probability block. When E M is written with no superscript, it is understood that the convex block sequence is taken with respect to this probability block P = (P, P). If we wish to consider convex blocks coming from some other probability block Q = (Q, Q), we include the superscripts E P M and E Q M to distinguish. We will prove the following, further quantified theorem, and then deduce a large part of Theorem 1.4 and 1.3 as special cases. We now state this further quantified theorem, for which recall that if F is regular and M ∈ [N], M|F denotes the maximal initial segment of M which is a member of F . We also agree to the convention that M|[N] <ω = M. Theorem 6.1. Fix ζ ω 1 , ξ < ω 1 , and let P = (P, P) be a ξ-homogeneous probability block. Let X be a Banach space, (R, · R ) a subsequential space on X, and s a bimonotone norm on c 00 (X) with natural domain S. The following are equivalent. We also include here the relationship between these properties for two different probability blocks. Theorem 6.2. Let ζ ω 1 be a limit ordinal and fix ξ υ < ω 1 . Let P = (P, P) be a ξhomogeneous probability block and suppose that R, S and (P, P) satisfy item (4) of Theorem 6.1 with constant C. If Q = (Q, Q) is any υ-homogeneous probability block, then for any C ′ > C, R, S and (Q, Q) satisfy item (4) of Theorem 6.1 with constant C ′ .
We will prove Theorem 6.1 by completing the implications
It is obvious that (4) ⇒ (2) ⇒ (1), from which it follows that we need only to prove (1) ⇒ (3) ⇒ (4) to complete the proof of Theorem 6.1.
Let us note that conditions (1), (2), (3), and (4) of Theorem 6.1, in the special case that ζ = ω 1 , are respectively equivalent to (2), (3), (5) , and (6), of Theorem 1.4. We will complete Theorem 1.4 by completing the implications (1), (3), and (4) in Theorem 6.1, the implications (2) ⇒ (5) ⇒ (6) in Theorem 1.4 will be special cases of the implications (1) ⇒ (3) ⇒ (4) in Theorem 6.1. Therefore, once we complete the proof of Theorem 6.1, the only implication remaining to complete the proof of Theorem 1.4 will be (1) ⇒ (2), which is Proposition 6.3. Let us also discuss why Theorem 1.4 has six conditions while Theorem 6.1 only has four. Theorem 1.4 contains the ζ = ω 1 case of Theorem 6.1, as well as two additional conditions, (1) and (4), the analogues of which do not appear for the ζ < ω 1 case. The reason for this is because, since M|F ζ [P] is a finite set for any M ∈ [N], any nice P, and any countable ζ, it follows that for any ς ∈ ℓ ∞ (X) and any such M, P, ζ, E M |F ζ [P] ς ∈ c 00 (X) ⊂ S. We also note that Theorem 1.3 is a special case of Theorem 1.4. Namely, Theorem 1.4 when P is the Dirac probability block is precisely Theorem 1.3.
The proof of the next proposition is an application of the Ramsey theorem similar to an unpublished result of Johnson [17] . Since for each n ∈ N, M → E M ς(n) is locally constant, it follows that V p,q is a closed set, as is
Moreover, note that by the properties of s and its definition on the natural domain S, for N ∈ [N], E N ς ∈ 2qB S if and only if N ∈ V q . By hypothesis, there exists some M 0 ∈ [N] such that for all N ∈ [M 0 ], E N ς ∈ S. Since V q is closed, we can apply Theorem 4.7 recursively to select
We note that for each q, the second alternative must occur. Indeed, if [M q ] ⊂ V q , then we set M = M q and C = 2q to obtain M and C as in the conclusion of the proposition. This contradicts our hypothesis that for this ς ∈ B R , no such M and C exist. Therefore we have
For each q ∈ N, let I q = ∪ q−1 n=1 supp(P Mq,n ). Select N(1) < N(2) < . . . such that for each q ∈ N,
By the permanence property, P L,n = P N,n for all n q. Since we have assumed ς ∈ B R ⊂ B ℓ∞(X) , it follows that E L ς(n) 1 for all n ∈ N. Since L ∈ [M q ], there exists p ∈ N, which by the properties of s we may assume exceeds q, such that s( p n=1 E L ς(n) ⊗ e n ) > 2q. Then
This contradiction finishes the proof.
For our proof of the implications (1) ⇒ (3) ⇒ (4) of Theorem 6.1, we will define a transfinite way of measuring the failure of uniform upper estimates. Our next few technical definitions lay the necessary groundwork for accomplishing this. For each k < ω, define the bimonotone norm s k on c 00 (X) by
x n ⊗ e n+k and let S k be the natural domain of s k .
The definitions in the following paragraphs are made, and depend upon, our fixed probability block P . These definitions can be made with respect to any probability block, and later we will briefly wish to consider these notions for another probability block Q = (Q, Q). When necessary, we will include in our notation a reference to the underlying probability block.
For k < ω, 0 C ∞, and a sequence ς ∈ R, let us say a finite subset G of N is (k, C, ς)-good provided that for any F = P ∪ t n=1 F n ⊂ G, s k (E F ς) C. In the case that P is the Dirac probability block, this is equivalent to the condition that, if ς = (x n ) ∞ n=1 , then for any (m 1 , . . . , m t ) ⊂ G, s k ( t n=1 x mn ⊗ e n ) C. Obviously any subset of a (k, C, ς)-good set is also (k, C, ς)-good. Let G(k, C, ς) be the set of all (k, C, ς)-good sets. Since any subset of a (k, C, ς)-good set is also (k, C, ς)good, it follows that G(k, C, ς) is hereditary.
For ς ∈ R, M ∈ [N], ζ ω 1 , k < ω, and 0 C ∞, let us say that (ς, M) is (ζ, k, C)-stable if F M ζ [P] ⊂ G(k, C, ς). In the case that P is the Dirac probability block, this is equivalent to the condition that F ζ (M) ⊂ G(k, C, ς). Let us say that (ς, L) is (ζ, k, C)-Ramsey if for any M ∈ [L], there exists N ∈ [M] such that (ς, N) is (ζ, k, C)-stable. For ζ ω 1 , k < ω, ς ∈ B R , and L ∈ [N], let Γ(ζ, k, ς, L) denote the infimum of C > 0 such that (ς, L) is (ζ, k, C)-Ramsey. We recall the convention that inf ∅ = ∞, so that Γ(ζ, k, ς, L) = ∞ if no such C exists. 
Γ(ζ, k, ς, L).
Note that our function Γ takes four arguments: An ordinal ζ ω 1 , a non-negative integers k < ω, a sequence ς ∈ B R , and a set L ∈ [N]. For brevity, we adopt the convention that if Γ appears with one or more of these four arguments missing, this means that we have taken the supremum over the appropriate set of the missing arguments. Γ(ζ, k, ς, L), etc. We write Γ P and Γ Q if we need to distinguish between these functions defined for different probability blocks P, Q.
We next deduce several properties of these functions. Proof. In all parts of the proof, an inequality is trivial if the majorizing quantity is infinite. Therefore we prove the inequalities only in the cases that the majorizing quantity is finite. . By Proposition 4.13, we must show that for any limit ordinal ζ ω 1 , if sup µ<ζ Γ(µ, k, ς, M 0 ) < C, then Γ(ζ, k, ς, M 0 ) C. We do this in two cases. First suppose that ζ < ω 1 and let ζ n ↑ ζ be such that If t > p, let H n = F n+p for each 1 n t − p. Let H = ∪ t−p n=1 H n ∈ F M ζ [P] and note that H = P ∪ t−p n=1 H n and
The remainder of (iv) follows from taking the appropriate suprema.
(v) Let ζ = β + n be the unique expression of ζ as the sum of a non-successor ordinal β and n < ω. If β = 0, then ζ = n. In this case, by (iii) and (iv), Γ(ζ) n + Γ(0) = n < ∞. Now assume β > 0, which means ζ ω. For q < ω, if q p, we write p = k + q and use (iv) and the fact that Γ(·, q) is non-decreasing to find that for any µ < β, Combining this with (iv), we find that Γ(ζ) n + Γ(β) p + n + Γ(β, p).
For β < ω 1 , the second statement of (v) follows from the first with p = n = 0. From continuity of the functions ζ → Γ(ζ) and ζ → Γ(ζ, 0), Γ(ω 1 ) = sup{Γ(β) : β < ω 1 , β a limit ordinal} = sup{Γ(β, 0) : β < ω 1 , β a limit ordinal} = Γ(ω 1 , 0). Remark 6.6. Since Γ(ζ) is a non-decreasing, continuous function of ζ ∈ ω 1 +, Γ = sup ζ ω 1 Γ(ζ) = sup ζ<ω 1 Γ(ζ) = Γ(ω 1 ). Moreover, we have the following, which is a direct application of Proposition 4.13. Corollary 6.7. Either Γ < ∞ or there exists a countable limit ordinal γ such that Γ(γ) = ∞ and for each k < ω, {Γ(ζ, k) : ζ < γ} is an unbounded subset of [0, ∞).
To give further information about the minimum ordinal γ such that Γ(γ) = ∞, we have the following. . Then we can write F = ∪ t n=1 F n for some F 1 < . . . < F t , ∅ = F n ∈ P ↾ N ⊂ P ↾ M, and (min F n ) t n=1 ∈ G(N). The last condition means that (min F n ) t n=1 = N(G) = M(K(G)) for some G ∈ G. Then K(G) ∈ G(K) ⊂ F , from which it follows that (min F n ) t n=1 = M(K(G)) ∈ F (M). Therefore we have shown that F = ∪ t n=1 F n for some F 1 < . . . < F t , ∅ = F n ∈ P, and (min F n ) t n=1 ∈ F (M), so Let
and note that rank(F ) = ζ + µ + 1 = rank(F ζ+µ ) by Proposition 4.3. We claim that
By (i), this will imply that there exists N ∈ [M] such that F N ζ+µ [P] ⊂ G(k, B + C, ς). Since this holds for arbitrary k < ω, ς ∈ B R , L ∈ [N], B > Γ(ζ), and C > Γ(µ), we will be done with (ii) once we show the inclusion F M [P] ⊂ G(k, B + C, ς).
Fix ∅ = E ∈ F M [P] and H = P ∪ t n=1 E n ⊂ E. Note that (min E n ) t n=1 ∈ F (M), as noted in Remark 4.2. Therefore there exist F < G, F ∈ F µ , and G ∈ F ζ such that
Note that either of the sets F, G could be empty. With q = |F |,
and
Since q = |F | and F < G, min G > q, and
Since M(F ) ∈ F µ (M),
Therefore
(iii) If Γ = ∞, then by Corollary 6.7, there exists a minimum countable ordinal λ such that Γ(λ) = ∞. Since Γ(0) = 0, 0 < λ < ω 1 . By the minimality of λ, if ζ, µ < λ, then Γ(ζ) + Γ(µ) < ∞. By (ii), Γ(ζ + µ) Γ(ζ) + Γ(µ) < ∞, and ζ + µ < λ. Therefore we have shown that 0 < λ < ω 1 is such that if ζ, µ < λ, then ζ + µ < λ. It is a standard fact about ordinals that λ = ω γ for some 0 γ < ω 1 . Since µ(1) 1 + µ(0) = 1 by Lemma 6.5(iii) and (iv), 1 < λ and 0 < γ. Proposition 6.9. If Γ(ω 1 ) < ∞, then (P, P) and R, S satisfy (6) of Theorem 1.4. Moreover, Γ(ω 1 ) is the infimum of C such that (6) is satisfied with constant C.
Proof. Assume that Γ(ω 1 ) < ∞ and fix Γ(ω 1 ) < C < ∞. Note that sup ζ<ω 1 Γ(ζ) = Γ(ω 1 ) < C. Since this holds for any ζ < ω 1 , it follows that G(0, C, ς) ↾ L is ill-founded. Therefore there exists an infinite subset M of N such that for every t ∈ N, (M(n)) t n=1 ∈ G(0, C, ς) ↾ L. This clearly implies that M ∈ [L]. Since G(0, C, ς) is hereditary, [M] <ω ⊂ G(0, C, ς). Now for any N ∈ [M] and t ∈ N, if H t = ∪ t n=1 supp(P N,n ), then H t ∈ [M] <ω ⊂ G(0, C, ς) and s(E Ht ς) C. By the properties of s and S, E N ς ∈ CB S . Since ς ∈ B R and L ∈ [N] were arbitrary, condition (6) of Theorem 1.4 is satisfied. Moreover, since C > Γ(ω 1 ) was arbitrary, the infimum of C such that (P, P) and R, S satisfy condition (6) is not more than Γ(ω 1 ).
It remains to show that this infimum is not less than Γ(ω 1 ). To that end, assume (P, P) and R, S satisfy condition (6) The preceding result shows the connection between the conditions appearing the ζ = ω 1 case of Theorem 6.1 and the function Γ. We now wish to illustrate the connection between the conditions in Theorem 6.1 and the function Γ in the ζ < ω 1 case. the fact that G ≺ N|F ζ [P], E G ς ∈ CB S k . Since G = P ∪ t n=1 G n ⊂ F was arbitrary, F ∈ G(k, C, ς). Since F ∈ F ζ [P] ↾ M was arbitrary,
Since M 1 ∈ [L] was arbitrary, we are finished with (i).
(ii) The condition Γ(ζ, k, ς, L) > C implies the existence of some L 0 ∈ [L] such that there does not exist M ∈ [L 0 ] such that (ς, M) is (ζ, k, C)-stable. We let
Since this is a closed, and in fact clopen, set, Theorem 4.7 guarantees the existence of some M ∈ [L 0 ] such that either [M] ⊂ V or [M] ∩V = ∅. We will be done once we show that the inclusion [M] ⊂ V cannot hold. If the first alternative were to hold, we could choose
, so by bimonotonicity,
Since G ∈ F M ζ [P] and F = P ∪ t n=1 F n ⊂ G were arbitrary, (ς, M) is (ζ, k, C)-stable. This contradiction finishes the first part of (ii). For the second part of (ii), since for any N ∈ [M], N|F ζ [P] = P ∪ t n=1 F n for some F n and t, and since s k (E N |F [P] ς) > C, N|F ζ [P] / ∈ G(k, C, ς). We conclude (ii) by noting that One of the major increases in difficulty in the case of a ξ-homogeneous probability block with 0 < ξ < ω 1 is that the convex coefficients a vector in a sequence receives depends upon its position in the sequence. We now turn to the process of overcoming this difficulty. The idea is, once we obtain some hereditary badness, we can make that badness independent of the position of a vector in the sequence by witnessing the badness with linear functionals. Then moving the vector within the sequence does not lose the badness. Our next two results compare Γ values between two probability blocks, so we use superscripts to distinguish. Proof. We first prove the trivial ξ = 0 case. This case is trivial, since it implies that P and Q must both be equal to the Dirac probability block. In this case, F ζ [P] = F ζ [Q] = F ζ and F ζ+1 [Q] = F ζ+1 . Assume 0 < C < ∞ and M ∈ [N] are such that F M ζ+1 [Q] ⊂ G Q (k, C, ̺). We can then recursively choose i n , j n ∈ N such that i 1 = M(1) and for all n ∈ N, j n = L(i n ) and M(j n ) < i n+1 ∈ M. By compactness, there exists t ∈ N such that F := (j n ) t n=1 ∈ MAX(F ζ ) = MAX(F ζ [P]). Since j n = L(i n ) for all n ∈ N, F ∈ MAX(F ζ [P]) ↾ L. Since i n ∈ M for all n ∈ N, we can write
is a spread of M((j n ) t−1 n=1 ) ⊂ M(F ). From this it follows that G \ (min G) is a spread of a subset of F , and therefore G \ (min G) ∈ F ζ . Therefore
it follows from our hypotheses that s k ( t n=1 x L(in) ⊗ e n ) D > C, a contradiction. This contradiction finishes the ξ = 0 case.
We next prove the 0 < ξ < ω 1 case. Assume that 0 < C < ∞ and M ∈ [N] are such that F M ζ+1 [Q] ⊂ G Q (k, C, ̺). In order to prove the lemma, we must show that C D. To that end, we will assume C < D and reach a contradiction. Fix a sequence (ε n ) ∞ n=1 ⊂ (0, 1) such that C + ∞ n=1 ε n < D. For each n ∈ N, let δ n = ε n /4. Note that for any n ∈ N, any real number b 2, and any 0 c δ n ,
Then for F = P ∪ t n=1 F n ∈ MAX(F ζ [P]),
Let us consider the case 0 < υ. By Theorem 5.4, we may find
) ↾ L such that (i) for each 1 n t and each i ∈ N, Q F,n (i) δ n , (ii) for each 1 n t, L(F n \ (min F n )) ⊂ H n , (iii) H = P ∪ t n=1 H n , (iv) for each 1 n t and m ∈ F n \ (min F n ), g(L(m),
For the last equality, we have used the fact that for 1 n t and i ∈ F n \ (min F n ), L(i) ∈ H n , from which it follows that g(L(i), H) = Re f H (x L(i) ⊗ e n ).
Now continuing the inequality,
This is a contradiction, and finishes the 0 < υ case. We now consider the υ = 0 case. Note that in this case, Q is the Dirac block and F M ζ+1 [Q] = F ζ+1 (M). By Theorem 5.5, there exist F = (m n ) t n=1 ∈ F ζ+1 (M), L ∈ [L], b 1 , . . . , b t ∈ R, and sets H 1 , . . . , H t ∈ P, H ∈ MAX(F ζ [P]), such that L(m n ) ∈ H n , H = P t n=1 H n , for each 1 n t, g(L(m n ), H) b n − δ n , and t n=1 b n D. Let ̺ = (x L(n) ) ∞ n=1 . Then
ε n > C.
Since E Q F ̺ = t n=1 x mn ⊗ e n and s k (E Q F ̺) C, this is a contradiction. This contradiction finishes this case. Corollary 6.12. Let ξ < ω 1 and P = (P, P) be our fixed, ξ-homogeneous probability block. Fix υ ξ and any υ-homogeneous probability block Q = (Q, Q).
(i) For any ζ < ω 1 and k < ω, Γ P (ζ, k) Γ Q (ζ + 1, k) and Γ P (ζ) Γ Q (ζ + 1).
(ii) If ζ ω 1 is a limit ordinal, Γ P (ζ) Γ Q (ζ). The second inequality of (i) follows from the first by taking the supremum over k.
(ii) By (i) and Lemma 6.5(v), for a limit ordinal ζ ω 1 ,
(iii) This follows from (ii), since the inequality holds in both directions.
We are now ready to prove the remaining implications (1) ⇒ (3) ⇒ (4) of Theorem 6.1, which we now recall. from which it follows that for some n ∈ N, G(0, n, ς) ↾ L is ill-founded. Therefore there exists some M ∈ [L] such that G(0, n, ς) ↾ L contains all initial segments of M. Since G(0, n, ς) ↾ L contains all subsequences of its members, [M] <ω ⊂ G(0, n, ς) ↾ L. This completes the ζ = ω 1 case.
(ii) First let us note that, by Lemma 6.5(v) and Proposition 6.10(iii), it is sufficient to prove that under the hypothesis of (ii), Γ(ζ) < ∞. We prove this by contradiction.
Assume that for each ς ∈ B R and L ∈ [N], there exist M ∈ [L] and 0 < C < ∞ such that for all N ∈ [M], E N |F ζ [P] ς ∈ CB S , and assume also that Γ(ζ) = ∞. Let β = min{µ ω 1 : Γ(β) = ∞} ζ.
Note that by Corollary 6.7, β is a limit ordinal and for any k < ω, {Γ(µ, k) : µ < β} is an unbounded subset of [0, ∞).
Note that for any 0 < D < ∞ and k < ω, there exist ς ∈ B R and µ < β such that Γ(µ, k, ς) > D + 1. By Proposition 6. Fix
Now assume that for some l ∈ N, constants D 1 , . . . , D l , C 1 , . . . , C l , sequences ̺ 1 , . . . , ̺ l ∈ B R , M 1 ⊃ . . . ⊃ M l , and µ 1 , . . . , µ l < β have been chosen. Choose D l+1 > 4 l+1 so large that (a) l
. By hypothesis, we may fix K 0 ∈ [K] and C l+1 such that for all N ∈ [K 0 ], s(E N |F ζ [P] ̺ l+1 ) C l+1 . Now using Proposition 6.10(iii) recursively, we may find K 0 ⊃ K 1 ⊃ . . . ⊃ K l such that for each 1 k l and each N ∈ 
. . , J l l−1 ⊂ N are any sets such that j J l 1 < . . . < J l l−1 and J l n ∈ MAX(P) ↾ M l . Choose j N(1) < N(2) < . . .such that for each l ∈ N, J l < N(l).
The rest of the proof involves providing estimates for s(E G ̺ l ) for each l ∈ N, and combining these estimates to contradict s(E G ̺) C. We perform these estimates for l = k, l < k, and l > k.
In the remainder of the proof, we use the convention that for sets I 1 , . . . ,
, and by heredity, ∪ t n=l G n ∈ F µ k [P] for each l k. For each l ∈ N, let
Note that E l < F l , G = E l ∪ F l , and by the triangle inequality,
For convenience, if F l = ∅, let E F l ̺ l be the zero sequence. By the permanence property,
If l > k, our choice of M l and F l ∈ F µ k [P] ↾ M l can be combined with the previous inequality to find that
Combining this with (b), 
This implies that t l. Now consider l < k. Recall the set J l chosen prior to choosing N. The set J l is the union of l − 1 consecutive, maximal members of P ↾ M l , j J l , and max J l < N(l) F l ∈ [M] <ω . Since
Here we have used that J l < ∪ k−1 n=l G n < F k , each of these three sets is a subset of M l , F k ∈ F µ k [P], and J l ∪ (∪ k−1 n=l G n ) is a union of k − 1 successive members of MAX(P). This implies that s(E J l ∪F l ̺ l ) C l by our choice of M l . By the permanence property, for all n l,
Combining these estimates and using (a), we find that
Examples
In this section, we wish to discuss the distinction of these properties for distinct ξ. Distinguishing 0 < ξ < ω 1 from ξ = 0 will establish the distinctness of our properties from that studied by Freeman and Knaust/Odell.
For the remainder of this work, for a Banach space X and 1 < p ∞, we let S p denote the space of (x n ) ∞ n=1 such that there exists a constant C such that for any (a n ) ∞ n=1 ∈ c 00 , ∞ n=1 a n x n C ∞ n=1 a n e n ℓp . We let s p ((x n ) ∞ n=1 ) denote the infimum of such C. As noted in Section 3, s p is a bimonotone norm on c 00 (X) and S p is its natural domain.
We also let R = c w 0 (X), the space of weakly null sequences in X, endowed with the · ℓ∞(X) norm. Since R is closed in ℓ ∞ (X), R is a subsequential space. We let Γ p denote the Γ function from the previous sections with this choice of R and s = s p , S = S p . Of course, these notations should depend on X, but this omission will cause no confusion. For ξ < ω 1 , we let γ p (ξ) denote the minimum ordinal ζ such that for any ξ-homogeneous probability block P , Γ P p (ζ, 0) = ∞ if any such ζ exists, and γ p (ξ) = ω 1 if no such ζ exists. We note that by Corollary 6.12, in order to compute γ p (ξ), it is sufficient to consider only P = (S ξ , S ξ ), the repeated averages hierarchy. For concreteness, we consider only these probability blocks for the remainder. We let E ξ N denote the convex blockings with respect to the probability block (S ξ , S ξ ). The function Γ ξ is defined similarly.
We recall that for a Banach space X and 0 < ξ < ω 1 , we say a sequence (x n ) ∞ n=1 is an ℓ ξ 1 -spreading model provided that it is bounded and
We say the sequence (x n ) ∞ n=1 is ξ-weakly null provided it is weakly null and has no subsequence which is an ℓ ξ 1 -spreading model. If ς = (x n ) ∞ n=1 ⊂ X is ξ-weakly null, then for any ε > 0 and L ∈ [N], using [7, Theorem 4.12] as in the proof of [7, Proposition 4.13] , we can find M ∈ [N] such that for all N ∈ [M] and n ∈ N, E ξ N ς(n) ε/2 n . Therefore for any N ∈ [M],
This shows that Γ ξ p (ω 1 , 0, ς) = 0. That is, we have trivially small behavior with respect to blockings of ς at level ξ of the repeated averages hierarchy when ς is ξ-weakly null. The analogy for the ξ = 0, sequence/subsequence case would be the case that ς is a norm null sequence. Therefore if X has the property that every weakly null sequence in X is ξ-weakly null (that is, if X has the ξ-weak Banach-Saks property), then Γ ξ p (ω 1 ) = 0. Thus the study of ξ-convex blocks in a ξ-weak Banach-Saks space is trivial.
On the other hand, if X is a Banach space which admits a weakly null sequence which is not ξ + 1-weakly null (that is, if X fails to have the ξ + 1-weak Banach-Saks property), then X admits a weakly null ℓ ξ+1 1 -spreading model, say ς = (x n ) ∞ n=1 . Then 0 < ε := inf x : E ∈ S ξ+1 , 1 = n∈E |a n |, x = n∈E a n x n .
Assume that F M k [S ξ ] ⊂ G(0, C, ς) for some k ∈ N, M ∈ [N], and 0 < C < ∞. Since F k (M) = F k ↾ M, this simply means that for any This is the smallest possible value of γ p (ξ), and we see the opposite behavior to that in the previous paragraph. Therefore the only spaces with interesting behavior of the function γ p (ξ) are spaces in which every weakly null sequence is ξ + 1-weakly null, but in which there exists a weakly null sequence which is not ξ-weakly null. We now discuss a general method for constructing such a space. Suppose that H is a Banach space which is the completion of some norm c 00 such that the canonical c 00 basis is normalized, 1-unconditional, shrinking basis for H. For x = ∞ n=1 a i e i ∈ c 00 , we let Ex = i∈E a i e i . For x ∈ c 00 , we also let ran(x) be the smallest integer interval containing {i ∈ N : a i = 0}. Let us define H ξ to be the completion of c 00 with respect to the norm
It is easy to see that (e n ) ∞ n=1 is a normalized, 1-unconditional basis for H ξ . Let us also assume that the canonical basis of H is block stable and 1-left dominant. By block stable, we mean there exists a constant B 1 such that for any normalized block sequences (x n ) ∞ n=1 , (y n ) ∞ n=1 such that max{max ran(x n ), max ran(y n )} < min{min ran(x n+1 ), min ran(y n+1 )} for all n ∈ N, then 1 B
∞ n=1 a n x n ∞ n=1 a n y n B ∞ n=1 a n x n for all (a n ) ∞ n=1 ∈ c 00 . If we wish to emphasize the constant B, we say H is B-block stable. By 1-left dominant, we mean that for any increasing sequences (m n ) ∞ n=1 , (l n ) ∞ n=1 of positive integers such that m n l n for all n ∈ N, it follows that ∞ n=1 a n e ln ∞ n=1 a n e mn for all (a n ) ∞ n=1 ∈ c 00 . We will use the following. Proof. Fix ς = (x n ) ∞ n=1 ⊂ B H ξ which is either a weakly null sequence or a block sequence. Fix A, L ∈ [N]. Fix ε > 0 such that 2ε + B < C and a decreasing sequence (ε n ) ∞ n=1 ⊂ (0, 1) such that 2 ∞ n=1 ∞ m=n ε m < ε. If (x n ) ∞ n=1 is weakly null, then by replacing L with a subset thereof, we may assume that there exists a sequence (y n ) ∞ n=1 ⊂ B H ξ such that (y L(n) ) ∞ n=1 is a block sequence, for any n ∈ N, x n − y n H ξ < ε n , and min ran(y L(n) ) > A(n) for all n ∈ N. If (x n ) ∞ n=1 is already a block sequence, we let y n = x n and, by replacing L with a subset thereof, assume min ran(y L(n) ) > A(n). In either case, we have a sequence (y n ) ∞ n=1 ⊂ B H ξ such that (y L(n) ) ∞ n=1 is a block sequence, and for each n ∈ N, y n − x n H ξ < ε n and min ran(y L(n) ) > A(n). Let ̺ = (y n ) ∞ n=1 . Let
which is a regular family with rank ω ξ + 1 [ 
Let r t+1 ∈ N be such that M t+1 (t + 1) = L(r t+1 ). This completes the recursive process. Let M(t) = M t (t) for each t ∈ N and note that M ∈ [L]. Fix N ∈ [M]. Fix scalars (a n ) ∞ n=1 ∈ c 00 . Let
a n E ξ N ς(n) and y = ∞ n=1 a n E ξ N ̺(n).
We omit the trivial case 0 = a 1 = a 2 = . . . and assume that a := max n∈N |a n | > 0. Let I 1 = [1, max ranE ξ N ̺(1)] and for n ∈ N,
Note that by omitting superfluous E j , we may assume that for each 1 j s, there exists at least one value of n ∈ N such that E j E ξ N ̺(n) = 0. For each n ∈ N, let T n = {j ∈ N : min E j ∈ I n }.
Note that for each n ∈ N and j ∈ T n , E j E ξ N ̺(m) = 0 for all m < n. Note also that for each n ∈ N and j ∈ T n \ (max T n ), E j E ξ N ̺(m) = 0 for all m > n. From this it follows that
Here we agree to the convention that if T n = ∅, E max Tn denotes the zero projection. Let us assume the claims and see how this finishes the proof, assuming that ε > 0 was chosen small enough that 2ε + B < C. We note that since the basis of H is normalized and bimonotone, aε ∞ n=1 a n e A(n) H , so the estimate above combined with the two claims yields that
a n e A(n) H .
We now prove Claim 1. In the proof, recall that r t ∈ N has the property that M(t) = M t (t) = L(r t ) for each t ∈ N. Note that it is sufficient to show that for each m, n ∈ N with m < n, E max Tn and note that, since N ⊂ L, J = L(J 0 ) for some J 0 ∈ [N] <ω . For each j ∈ J, fix some m j ∈ E max Tn ∩ ran(y j ). By definition of T n , min E max Tn max I n = max{max ran(y r ) : r ∈ supp(S ξ N,n )} max ran(y M (t) ) = max ran(y L(rt) ).
Let G = (r t ) ∪ J 0 and note that (max ran(y L(j) )) j∈G = (max ran(y L(rt) )) ∪ (max ran(y i ) : j ∈ J), which is a spread of (min E max Tn ) ∪ (m j : j ∈ J) ⊂ E max Tn ∈ S ξ .
Therefore G ∈ G and min G r t . By our choice of M t+1 and since N 0 ∈ [M t+1 ], S ξ N,m (G) = S ξ N 0 ,1 (G) ε t+1 ε m .
Since E max Tm ∈ S ξ and y i ∈ B H ξ for all i ∈ N, We now prove Claim 2. Let h n be defined as in Claim 2. For n ∈ N and j ∈ T n , let G j = E j ∩ I n . Note that since supp(E ξ N ̺(n)) ⊂ I n , G j E ξ N ̺(n) = E j E ξ N ̺(n) for all n ∈ N and j ∈ T n . Furthermore, it follows from the definition of T n that for j ∈ T n , min E j ∈ T n , so that G j = ∅. Also, max G j max E j for each j ∈ T n . For n ∈ N, let S n = {j ∈ T n : E j E ξ N ̺(n) = 0} and note that h n = j∈Tn E j E ξ N ̺(n) ℓ 1 e max E j = j∈Sn E j E ξ N ̺(n) ℓ 1 e max E j .
For n ∈ N, let g n = j∈Sn G j E ξ N ̺(n) ℓ 1 e max G j and note that by 1-left dominance, Note that since ran(g n ) ⊂ I n , (g n ) ∞ n=1 (after omitting any zero vectors if necessary) is a block sequence in H. Note also that
For each n ∈ N and j ∈ S n , since N ∈ [N], L(r) ∈ ∪ r s=1 supp(S ξ N,n ) for each r ∈ N. Therefore for each n ∈ N and j ∈ S n , max E j min{min ran(y r ) : r ∈ supp(S ξ N,n )} min ran(y min supp(S ξ N,n ) ) min ran(y L(n) ) > A(n).
Therefore min ran(g n )
A(n). By B-block stability and 1-unconditionality, (g n ) n:gn =0 is Bdominated by (e min ran(gn) ) n:gn =0 , which is 1-dominated by (e A(n) ) n:gn =0 by 1-left dominance. Therefore This gives Claim 2.
Corollary 7.2. If ζ, C, 1 < p ∞ are as in Lemma 7.1, then the canonical basis of H ξ is shrinking. Furthermore, the canonical basis of H ξ is weakly null and not ξ-weakly null.
Proof. Lemma 7.1 yields that any bounded block sequence in H ξ has a convex block sequence which is dominated by a weakly null sequence, which implies that any bounded block sequence in H ξ is weakly null. Therefore the canonical basis of H ξ is shrinking.
It follows from the previous paragraph that the canonical basis of H ξ is weakly null. It is evident that the canonical basis of H ξ is such that for any E ∈ S ξ and scalars (a n ) n∈E , n∈E a n e n H ξ n∈E |a n | e max En H = n∈E |a n |.
Therefore the canonical H ξ basis is an ℓ ξ 1 -spreading model, and therefore not ξ-weakly null. Proof. Let K(1) = 1 and K(p+1) = K(p)+p+1 > p+1. Fix E 1 < E 2 < . . . with E n ∈ MAX(S ξ ) ↾ M. Let T (n) = min E K(n) ∈ M for all n ∈ N. Note that T ∈ [M]. Fix F = S ξ ∪ t n=1 F n ∈ F T ω µ [S ξ ] and note that if min F n = T (i n ), then H = (i n ) t n=1 ∈ F ω µ , since (min F n ) t n=1 ∈ F T ω µ . For n = 1, . . . , t, let j n be such that T (j n ) = max F n and note that i 1 j 1 < i 2 j 2 < . . .. Since min F 1 = T (i 1 ) = min E K(i 1 ) K(i 1 ) i 1 , we can select J 1 ⊂ (1, K(i 1 )) with |J 1 | = i 1 − 1. Let G 1 = ∪ i∈J 1 E i and note that G 1 is a union of i 1 − 1 consecutive, maximal members of S ξ ↾ M, and G 1 < F 1 . Therefore G 1 ∪ F 1 is a union of i 1 consecutive, maximal members of S ξ ↾ M and F 1 is the last of those consecutive sets.
Next, suppose that G 1 < F 1 < . . . < G n < F n have been chosen such that G 1 ∪ F 1 ∪ . . . ∪ G n ∪ F n is the union of i n consecutive, maximal members of S ξ ↾ M and F m is the i th m of those sets for each m = 1, . . . , n. If n = t, let N 0 ∈ [M] be such that F t < N 0 , and we are done with the recursive process. In this case, we let N = G 1 ∪ F 1 ∪ . . . ∪ G t ∪ F t ∪ N 0 . If n < t, we complete the recursive step as follows: Since j n < i n+1 , K(i n+1 ) − K(j n ) K(i n+1 ) − K(i n+1 − 1) = i n+1 .
Therefore we can choose a subset J n+1 of (K(j n ), K(i n+1 )) of cardinality i n+1 − i n − 1. Let G n+1 = ∪ i∈J n+1 E i and note that F n < G n+1 < F n+1 and G n+1 is a union of i n+1 −i n −1 consecutive, maximal members of S ξ ↾ M. From this it follows that G 1 ∪ F 1 ∪ . . . ∪ F n ∪ G n+1 ∪ F n+1 is a union of i n+1 consecutive, maximal members of S ξ ↾ M. Now if N = G 1 ∪ F 1 ∪ . . . ∪ G n ∪ F n ∪ N 0 ∈ [M] as above, then ∪ t n=1 F n = ∪ t n=1 supp(S ξ N,in ) = ∪ n∈H supp(S ξ N,n ), as desired. Proof of Corollary 7.4. In the proof, to avoid repetition, we leave it to the reader to make the appropriate substitution of ℓ p norms with maxima and ℓ p with c 0 in the p = ∞ case.
(i) In the case H = ℓ p , then the canonical basis of H is normalized, 1-unconditional, shrinking, 1-block stable, and 1-left dominant. By Lemma 7.1, for any C > 1 and any L ∈ [N], there exists M ∈ [N] such that for any N ∈ [M], E ξ N ς is C-dominated by the ℓ p basis. This yields that γ p (ξ) = ω 1 , and in fact Γ ξ p (ω 1 ) 1. In this case, the space H ξ is the higher order Baernstein space X ξ,p .
(ii) It was shown in [15] that T µ,ϑ is block stable. From this it easily follows that T (q) µ,ϑ and its dual H = (T (q) µ,ϑ ) * are block stable. Let B be such that H is B-block stable. Since the rank of S µ is ω µ + 1, there exists A ∈ [N] such that for any G ∈ F ω µ , A(G) ∈ S µ . By Lemma 7.1, for any C > B, ς ∈ B c w 0 (H ξ ) , and L ∈ [N], there exists M ∈ [L] such that for any N ∈ [N], E ξ N ς is C-dominated by (e A(n) ) ∞ n=1 . Let T ∈ [M] be as in the conclusion of Lemma 7.3. Then for any F = S ξ ∪ t n=1 F n ∈ F T ω µ [S ξ ], there exist H ∈ F ω µ and N ∈ [M] such that F = ∪ n∈H supp(S ξ N,n ). Write H = (i n ) t n=1 . Fix any scalars (a n ) t n=1 and let b in = a n for n = 1, . . . , t. Let b n = 0 for n ∈ N \ H. Then since A(H) ∈ S µ , t n=1 a n E ξ F ς(n) However, if we take the canonical basis ς = (e n ) ∞ n=1 ∈ B c w 0 (H ξ ) , then for any M ∈ [N], if M = ∪ ∞ n=1 E n , then for any (a n ) ∞ n=1 ∈ c 00 , ∞ n=1 a n E ξ M (n) To see that the basis of H has no subsequence dominated by the ℓ p basis, note that since the canonical basis of H dominates the ℓ p basis, any subsequence of the basis of H which is dominated by the ℓ p basis must be equivalent to the ℓ p basis. If such a sequence existed, then H would admit a complemented copy of ℓ p . Then T (q) µ,ϑ would contain an isomorphic copy of ℓ q , and T µ,ϑ would contain an isomorphic copy of ℓ 1 . But T µ,ϑ famously contains no isomorphic copy of ℓ 1 .
